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Abstract 

Nature is unintentionally generous to humans, providing valuable ecosystem services, and 

enhancing our health and wellbeing. Humans are less generous to nature, being responsible 

for environmental problems, including alarming biodiversity loss. This essay argues for the 

forging of a more symbiotic relationship between humans and nature, by applying 

‘rewilding’ principles to cities to benefit both wildlife and people. Private residential 

gardens, which make up a quarter of cities, are crucial to this agenda, but are losing 

greenspace through changes made by residents. To reverse this trend, a new model for 

implementing policy is needed, as current initiatives prioritise new buildings and public 

greenspace. Using the London-based ‘Rewild My Street’ campaign as a case study, the 

chapter shows that solutions can come from generous designers willing to empower 

communities to effect change themselves. Through open-access resources focused on 

architectural drawings, the project seeks to inspire residents to transform their homes, 

gardens and streets for wildlife. The project itself embodies generosity by gifting a 

sustainable legacy to future generations and other species; sharing architectural knowledge 

with the public to enable community participation in change; and offering a model for similar 

projects. 
 

 
Nature’s Generosity 

Nature is unintentionally generous to humans. It provides ‘ecosystem services’ - resources, 

and processes, such as building materials and flood prevention - valued at over £920 billion 

in the UK.1 Moreover, spending time in natural environments boosts our health and 

wellbeing, having a restorative effect.2 Humans are less benevolent to nature, causing habitat 

destruction, pollution and climate change through over-exploitation of natural resources. As a 

consequence, global populations of wildlife have declined by almost 70% from 1970 and we 

would need one and a half earths to sustain our lifestyle.3 There is therefore both a moral duty 

and a survival imperative to address the imbalance. 

 
Rewilding Cities 

Rural ‘rewilding’ projects that restore natural habitats and reconnect people with nature are 

encouraging.4 The same principle should be applied to urban environments, where over 80% 

of the UK population lives.5 City dwellers would benefit from additional greenspace and 

wildlife, as spending time in a natural space lowers stress6 and more biodiverse urban areas 

boost residents’ wellbeing.7 Further, cities would be enhanced, in terms of appearance, air 

quality8 and resilience to climate change.9 In parallel, cities can help wildlife, providing 

important habitat and helping the recovery of species such as hedgehogs.10 
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London offers an opportunity to pilot urban rewilding, having become the world’s first 

National Park City in 2019, with its mayor pledging to increase green infrastructure to 50% 

and tree cover by 12% by 2050.11 Private gardens, which make up 24% of the UK capital,12 

are crucial to this agenda. However, the equivalent of 2.5 Hype Parks of greenspace is lost 

each year as residents replace vegetation with hard surfaces, having a significant detrimental 

effect on their gardens’ biodiversity value.13 

 
Regulation cannot reverse this trend, as existing gardens largely fall outside its scope.14 

Meanwhile, initiatives to increase greenery prioritise new buildings and public space.15 It is 

therefore vital to educate residents on managing their own gardens for wildlife, requiring a 

new model for empowering communities. 

 
‘Rewild My Street’ 

To this end, the ‘Rewild My Street’ campaign was launched by a team of architects and 

ecologists, offering a design toolkit to help Londoners transform their homes, gardens and 

streets to attract wildlife. The project uses architectural drawings to demonstrate how a 

typical terraced street could be adapted to increase its biodiversity, aiming to inspire residents 

to add wildlife features by showing how they can be successfully integrated. Keys cross- 

reference the drawings to external links to products and activities to help residents attract 

wildlife, and to expert information on species and habitats to highlight the value of doing so. 

The guidance is collated in an open-access website, rewildmystreet.org. 

 
The model is intended to be practical, rather than radical, to ensure its success. Most of the 

measures proposed are simple, inexpensive and easily achievable. Each adaptation can be 

made in isolation, either through a do-it-yourself activity or off-the-shelf product. These 

small actions by individual householders could quickly accumulate across a street, 

neighbourhood and city - and link to other habitats, such as parks. More major proposals are 

suggested in the public realm to encourage residents to lobby their council for changes. 

 

<Fig.1 here> 
Figure 1. Sectional perspective drawing of proposed street highlighting potential urban 

wildlife species. Credit: Moxon/Rewild My Street 

 

<Fig.2 here> 
Figure 2. Plan drawing of proposed street highlighting potential urban wildlife habitats. 

Credit: Moxon & Fenyes/Rewild My Street 

 

<Fig.3 here> 
Figure 3. Aerial view drawing of proposed street highlighting activities to attract urban 

wildlife. Credit: Fenyes/Rewild My Street 

 
<Fig.4 here> 

http://rewildmystreet.org/
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Figure 4. Front garden elevation drawing of proposed street highlighting products to attract 

urban wildlife. Credit: Moxon & Fenyes/Rewild My Street 

 

<Fig.5 here> 
Figure 5. Rear garden elevation drawing of proposed street highlighting products to attract 

urban wildlife. Credit: Moxon & Fenyes/Rewild My Street 

 
A Scalable Model 

The project offers a scalable model for urban rewilding, which could underpin the creation of 

a global network of National Park cities, and foster a more symbiotic relationship between 

humans and nature. The model itself embodies generosity by sharing specialist architectural 

knowledge and skills for public benefit, and providing an educational tool for ongoing 

community participation in change. The intended outcome of creating sustainable urban 

environments where humans and other species can co-exist will offer something to life 

beyond humanity, but is hardly selfless, when greening streets benefits cities and the many 

people that live in them. 

 
Generosity’s Potential 

The project highlights the potential of generosity in architecture to tackle urgent 

environmental problems and could inspire other designers to share creative solutions to drive 

changes in the built environment. Similar projects could focus on other environmental issues, 

building types or climates to collectively engage the public in the sustainable redevelopment 

of cities. 
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